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Magyar karikaturisták adat- és szignótára Kálmán Gyöngy 2008
A csehszlovákiai magyar nyelvű könyvkiadás bibliográfiája Orsolya Bekéné Nádor
1992
The Original Bambi Felix Salten 2022-02-22 A new, beautifully illustrated
translation of Felix Salten's celebrated novel Bambi-the original source of the
beloved story. Most of us think we know the story of Bambi-but do we? The
Original Bambi is an all-new, illustrated translation of a literary classic
that presents the story as it was meant to be told. Jack Zipes's introduction
traces the history of the book's reception and explores the tensions that
Salten experienced in his own life-as a hunter who also loved animals, and as
an Austrian Jew who sought acceptance in Viennese society even as he faced
persecution. With captivating drawings by award-winning artist Alenka Sottler,
The Original Bambi captures the rich emotional meaning of a celebrated story.
HVG. 2007
A jugoszláviai magyar könyv 1945-1970 Piroska Csáky Sörös 1973
The Hound of Florence Felix Salten 2014-06-03 When Lucas is magically
transformed into the canine companion of a Viennese archduke, he learns that
the privileged life he dreamed of is not all it is cracked up to be.
Renni the Rescuer Felix Salten 2013-06-04 A rerelease of a lesser-known tale by
the Austrian author of Bambi, redesigned to appeal to a new generation of
readers, follows the story of German shepherd rescue dog Renni, who enlists for
service along with his faithful human companion and endures harrowing
battlefield experiences during wartime. Simultaneous.
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Magyar ki kicsoda 1990
Irodalmi tájékoztató Magyar Könyvkiadók és Könyvkereskedők Országos Egyesülete
1940
Magyarország bibliographiája 1981
Magyar ki kicsoda 1990 1990*
Bambi's Children Felix Salten 2014-02-18 After Bambi's son learns the ways of
the Deep Forest, the little fawn's knowledge is tested when he must save his
mother and sister from the wolf.
Külföldi magyar nyelvű kiadványok 1977
Magyar és nemzetközi ki kicsoda, 1994 1994
Álmomban is gazdagodok Leonille Gottschick 2020-05-11 Vannak, akik dolgoznak a
pénzért, és vannak, akiknek a pénz dolgozik. Az elöbbiek a szegények, az
utóbbiak a gazdagok. De vajon mi a különbség a gazdagok - az igazi, ikonikus
sikeremberek - között és azok között, akik máról holnapra élnek? Csak a töke?
Vagy a lehetöségek? Vagy a szorgalom? A Németországban élö szerzö azt vallja,
hogy elsösorban a gondolkodásmód, a viszony a pénzhez, a náluk gazdagabbakhoz.
Irigység helyett tiszteletre buzdítja mindazokat, akik szeretnének
meggazdagodni, valamint arra, ne legyenek restek tanulni - tanulni a pénzröl és
azoktól, akik történetükkel, tanácsaikkal segíteni tudnak a folyamatban.
Magyar könyvek Metropolitan Toronto Central Library. Languages Centre 1971
Az állatok érzelmi élete Peter Wohlleben 2017
Magyar könyvészet: ujonnan megjelent könyvek, folyoiratok es terkepek jegyzéke
1935
Könyvtáros 1973
Nyolc magyar martír költő, bibliográfia István Vasvári 1967
Magyar könyvészet 1992
Felix Salten's Bambi Janet Schulman 2005-03 Classic Disney illustrations from
the 1940s make this Little Golden Book retelling of an all-time favorite a
keeper for Disney and Little Golden Book collectors alike!
Magyar könyvészet, 1945-1960 Géza Sebestyén 1964
Magyar és nemzetközi ki kicsoda 1996 Péter Hermann 1995
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Bambi Disney (Walt) Productions 1982
The Vertigo Years Philipp Blom 2010-11-02 Examines how changes from the
Industrial Revolution prior to World War I brought about radical transformation
in society, changes in education, and massive migration in population that led
to one of the bloodiest events in history.
Magyar nemzeti bibliográfia. Bibliographia Hungarica 1944
Magyar és nemzetközi ki kicsoda, 1992 1991
Magyar nemzeti bibliográfia 2001
Judge This Chip Kidd 2015-06-02 An acclaimed book designer describes how he
uses first impressions to inform his art and describes the hidden meanings and
decisions that went into the designing and packaging of everyday objects and
the messages they are supposed to instantly convey. 50,000 first printing.
Szabálytalan önéletrajz Sándor Újváry 1976
Bambi Felix Salten 2021-08-18 Bambi Felix Salten - Salten's most famous work is
Bambi (1923). It was translated into English in 1928 and became a Book-of-theMonth Club success which formed the basis of the 1942 animated classic,
"Bambi". Salten's most famous work is Bambi (1923). It was translated into
English in 1928 and became a Book-of-the-Month Club success which formed the
basis of the 1942 animated classic, "Bambi.
Perri Felix Salten 2015-10-13 Chronicle about the life of a little squirrel and
his friendship with a child.
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1968
Általános Könyvjegyzēk Magyar Könyvkiadók és Könyvterjesztők Egyesülése 1953
Leisure Reading for Grades Seven, Eight, and Nine National Council of Teachers
of English. Committee on recreational reading 1938
The Animated Man Michael Barrier 2008-04-07 A detailed portrait of one of the
twentieth century's most important and influential creative minds describes
Walt Disney's odyssey from midwestern farm boy, to pioneering animator, to
large-scale entrepreneur, reflecting on his sometimes conflicting roles as
creative visionary and dynamic businessman.
A View to a Death in the Morning Matt Cartmill 1996-10-01 What brought the ape
out of the trees, and so the man out of the ape, was a taste for blood. This is
how the story went, when a few fossils found in Africa in the 1920s seemed to
point to hunting as the first human activity among our simian forebears—the
force behind our upright posture, skill with tools, domestic arrangements, and
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warlike ways. Why, on such slim evidence, did the theory take hold? In this
engrossing book Matt Cartmill searches out the origins, and the strange allure,
of the myth of Man the Hunter. An exhilarating foray into cultural history, A
View to a Death in the Morning shows us how hunting has figured in the western
imagination from the myth of Artemis to the tale of Bambi—and how its evolving
image has reflected our own view of ourselves. A leading biological
anthropologist, Cartmill brings remarkable wit and wisdom to his story.
Beginning with the killer-ape theory in its post–World War II version, he takes
us back through literature and history to other versions of the hunting
hypothesis. Earlier accounts of Man the Hunter, drafted in the Renaissance,
reveal a growing uneasiness with humanity’s supposed dominion over nature. By
delving further into the history of hunting, from its promotion as a maker of
men and builder of character to its image as an aristocratic pastime, charged
with ritual and eroticism, Cartmill shows us how the hunter has always stood
between the human domain and the wild, his status changing with cultural
conceptions of that boundary. Cartmill’s inquiry leads us through classical
antiquity and Christian tradition, medieval history, Renaissance thought, and
the Romantic movement to the most recent controversies over wilderness
management and animal rights. Modern ideas about human dominion find their
expression in everything from scientific theories and philosophical assertions
to Disney movies and sporting magazines. Cartmill’s survey of these sources
offers fascinating insight into the significance of hunting as a mythic
metaphor in recent times, particularly after the savagery of the world wars
reawakened grievous doubts about man’s place in nature. A masterpiece of
humanistic science, A View to a Death in the Morning is also a thoughtful
meditation on what it means to be human, to stand uncertainly between the
wilderness of beast and prey and the peaceable kingdom. This richly illustrated
book will captivate readers on every side of the dilemma, from the most avid
hunters to their most vehement opponents to those who simply wonder about the
import of hunting in human nature.
Dear Enemy Jean Webster 1915 Dear Enemy is the 1915 sequel to Jean Webster's
1912 novel Daddy-Long-Legs. It was among the top 10 best sellers in the U.S. in
1916. The story is presented in a series of letters written by Sallie McBride,
Judy Abbott's classmate and best friend in Daddy-Long-Legs. Among the
recipients of the letters are Judy; Jervis Pendleton, Judy's husband and the
president of the orphanage where Sallie is filling in until a new
superintendent can be installed; Gordon Hallock, a wealthy Congressman and
Sallie's later fiancé; and the orphanage's doctor, embittered Scotsman Robin
'Sandy' MacRae (to whom Sallie addresses her letters: "Dear Enemy"). Webster
employs the epistolary structure to good effect; Sallie's choices of what to
recount to each of her correspondents reveal a lot about her relationships with
them. The novel is set in rural Dutchess County, New York, early in the 20th
century. It examines a number of social issues: how to care for orphans (and
for children in general), divorce, and the value of women's work. (The latter
is a natural extension of the theme of women's education in Daddy-Long-Legs.)
While volunteer work by women is widely accepted, women working in responsible
positions for pay is still viewed with some hostility by some characters, such
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as Gordon Hallock, Sallie's friend and later fiancé, and the Honorable Cyrus
Wykoff, a trustee of the John Grier Home. The Hon. Cy (as Sallie calls him)
objects to the JGH paying a salary to Betsy, Sallie's assistant: "She's a
woman, and her family ought to support her." Though the Hon. Cy makes it clear
that he thinks Sallie is frivolous and unsuited to superintend an orphanage,
Sallie is so devoted to the orphan's well-being that she turns even her social
life-explicitly criticized by the Hon. Cy-into an opportunity to further her
cause, recruiting volunteers, benefactors, and foster parents at dinner parties
and afternoon teas. Webster also deals with women's life choices in a more
subtle fashion. She contrasts the miserable marriage of Sallie's friend Helen
with Sallie's fruitful life as she devotes herself to the demanding and
strenuous task of running an orphanage. Sallie considers Judy Abbott, who
married soon after completing college, an anomaly for her remarkably successful
marriage with Jervis. Divorced from her unsuitable husband, Helen ultimately
finds happiness in joining Sallie's cause at the orphanage, applying herself to
work for the public good. Socialism applied to charitable causes is an
underlying theme; the John Grier Home couldn't survive without the beneficence
of the trustees and community. The novel also deals with the evolving ideas
about how best to care for orphans at the turn of the century, with the
institution-style establishments falling out of favor, in light of the modern
'cottage' approach. Care for the children's emotional and spiritual needs is
considered paramount, as Sallie works with Dr. MacRae, Judy, and Jervis to
enact her reforms. The reasons these are necessary at the John Grier Home is
clearly outlined in the first novel, in Judy's miserable recollections of her
old home. Concerns with the hereditary origins of 'feeble-mindedness' and
alcoholism are expressed by Dr. MacRae and by Sallie. The doctor's anxieties
prove to have an underlying basis in his experience, which is revealed towards
the end of the novel. Although the themes are intense, the author generally
deals with them in an amusing and light-hearted fashion. (wikipedia.org)
Irodalmi tájékoztató; válogatott magyar könyvek jegyzéke 1937
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